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What we want to consider is
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We want to discover gravitons indirectly through something

Water molecules were discovered indirectly through Brownian motion of pollen

The most compelling evidence for proving that gravity is quantum is… 

Can we verify quantum gravity on tabletop experiments?

To detect gravitons
because if gravity is quantized, gravitons must exit

Brownian motion



Setups
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A photon is in a superposition state of being in both the upper and lower arms
until it is detected by the oscillation of either mirrors

Equilibrium

Equilibriumbeam spilitter
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The state of the mirror 1

The state of the mirror 2

The state of both mirrors is described by the maximally entangled state
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What happens if the mirrors are surrounded by…
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The mirror 1

Entangled

Gravitons

← Pollens →

← Water molecules

The same setup as the Brownian motion

Decoherence of the mirrors should occur due to the noise of gravitons
We may prove the existence of gravitons indirectly 
through the decoherence time

The mirror 2



The decoherece occurs due to the noise of gravitons
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𝑡

noise of gravitons

The decoherence functional

Γ ∝ the noise of gravitons ~ 1 ⋯ decoherence is effective
We can read off the decoherence time from Γ and we can predict the decoherence 
time induced by gravitons → indirect detection of gravitons



Inflationary universe predicts squeezed states
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Quantum fluctuations

13.8 Billion Years

Inflation
10!"# [s]

The universe goes through squeezed states

Our current state should be squeezed if the universe went through inflation
in the past 



Decoherence time
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The decoherence functional Γ 𝑡# =
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Summary
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We estimated that the decoherence time induced by the noise 
of gravitons in squeezed states stemming from inflation is
approximately 20s for 40km long arms and 40kg mirrors.

We performed an experimental setup for detecting gravitons 
indirectly by observing the decoherence time of the 
entanglement between the macroscopic mirrors of an equal-arm 
interferometer.

If the decoherence time in laboratory agreed with our prediction, 
it implies discovery of gravitons. 


